Maximize your Snowflake investment with Capital One Slingshot

Empower your teams to spend wisely, forecast confidently and make smart decisions.

How Slingshot supports you:

**Actionable insights**
Monitor your spend at a granular level with greater predictability. Customize how you manage Snowflake data to meet your business needs.

**Continuous optimization**
Improve performance and reduce waste with query guidance and warehouse recommendations. Reinvest savings into new workloads.

**Confident control**
With proactive cost alerts and streamlined workflows, you’ll spend less time managing your data and more time managing your business.

Trusted by Snowflake customers:

"Slingshot has been a game changer. We can count on Slingshot to keep an eye on our warehouses, make recommendations on past usage trends, and allow us to swiftly implement new schedules and scaling policies."

-Sean Miller, technical program manager

"Slingshot helps us maximize our Snowflake investment. We’ve been able to reinvest 30% of our credit consumption on warehouses managed by Slingshot into new, strategic workloads."

-Vishal Shah, data architect manager